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High design is the driving force behind Davis’ new reconfigurable multi-use tables. Prioritizing beautiful 
form and practical functionality; Techniq tables are the new authority in flexible working environments. 
Techniq is a line of task tables with a variety of options for the modern workspace. Whatever your ideal 
workspace looks like, Techniq is the solution. 

Techniq is designed with a wide range of spaces in mind. Optional flip tops and caster bases enable 
Techniq to be functional in a multi-use training room. Tabletop options include veneer or laminate top 
surfaces. Featuring two leg designs, Techniq supports how you work. The T-Leg offers edge or inset 
legs. The C-Leg creates a one-sided working table that allows for narrow widths, perfect for tight 
working spaces. 

Flip-top option enables Techniq to be utilized for many spaces in today’s work environment. Table-
top options include a variety of widths and lengths, with supplemental shapes including semi-circle, 
trapezoid, and quarter round tables. Utilize these alternative shapes to create straight lines, squares, 
multi-faceted echelons, round tables, and seminar and racetrack configurations.

Training tables offer veneer and laminate surface materials. Training tables are standard with 22mm 
radius corners. This critical design aesthetic adds durability by eliminating the sharp corner and there-
fore, the potential for chipping. Laminate tops are offered with a flexible 2mm PVC edge band for the 
best durability in high traffic situations. Veneer tables are standard with a 1mm solid wood edge band 
to ensure the edges of Techniq can be repaired. The base is a combination of die-cast and extruded 
aluminum available either polished chrome or powder coated.

The purpose of Techniq was to create a highly flexible working table with optimal functionality. Techniq 
does not sacrifice good design in the process. The elegant form of Techniq sets it above and beyond 
other training and working tables with a beautiful and functional design. High quality materials such as 
veneer, Fenix laminate and polished chrome complete the beautiful form of Techniq. 
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About Davis Furniture
Davis Furniture, located in High Point, NC, is a leading voice in the contract furniture industry focused 
on looking to the future of work environments. We offer cutting-edge, innovative, and aesthetically 
pleasing products designed to benefit the functionality of the user and the space. Founded in 1944, 
Davis Furniture is a family-owned business with the highest corporate integrity, a devoted loyalty to our 
customers, and a never-ending dedication to functionality, innovation, and design.

Techniq’s flip top mechanism is designed to easily release if you engage it from the center, left, or 
right of the table.  This “anywhere” release separates Techniq from many of the training tables on the 
market today.  Not only does the tabletop flip up for access to power and data boxes, the wire man-
agement trough beneath the tabletop is made from an extruded felt material that is ridged enough to 
keep wires in place yet flexible enough to bend and allow for wire management access when the tops 
are in the working position.  


